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each other とone anotherの語法 (6)
― Howl’s Moving Castleの場合 ―
松島　龍太郎
0.  Introduction
　今まで，松島 (0a)は，相互代名詞のeach otherとone anotherについて，構成
員数のまたは以上で使い分けをする必要がないことを確認した．松島 (0b)
は，英国の J. K. RowlingのHarry Potterシリーズの中での実際の使用法を研究した．
松島 (0a)は，J. R. R. Tolkienのつの代表的な作品を取り上げた．松島 (0b)
は，米国のSuzanne CollinsのThe Hunger Games Trilogyを扱った．松島 (0)では， 
Pittacus Loreの I Am Number Fourシリーズの第巻から第巻を取り上げた．この
稿では，英国に戻り，Diana Wynne Jonesの作品から，Howl’s Moving Castleとそ
の続編作品，およびThe Chrestomanci Chronicleの作品の計作品を扱う．
　構成員の数については，者および者以上のmanyで分類する．ただし，「者
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() But the messenger spoke for a further half-hour, at the end of which he and Howl 
bowed to one another and Howl agreed to do the spell.  [The messenger & Howl] 
()
() He and Michael dashed about, calling measurements to one another and chalking 
strange signs in the places where they had earlier put up metal brackets.  [Howl & 
Michael] ()
() As the million soft echoes died, Howl and the scarecrow were left thoughtfully 
facing one another across a pile of bones.  [Howl & the scarecrow] ()
() He and the little girl broke into a foreign language then, fast and loud. Sophie 
could see they were very special to one another.  [Howl & Mari, Howl’s niece] 
()
() The two identical dogs walked round one another, glaring, growling, bristling, 
and getting ready to fight.   [The two identical dogs] ()







() “They seem to be made for one another. Someone ought to arrange a match,” she 
remarked to the hat she was trimming at that moment.  [Wizard Howl & the Witch 
of the Waste] S. ()
　次の ()はMichaelがSophieにHowlと荒地の魔女との戦いを説明している：
() “Illusions,” Michael’s voice said out of the horse. “Some of them. They’re both 




() For the rest of the day she and Michael sat staring into the distance, nibbling quills 
and throwing out suggestions at one another.  [Sophie & Michael] ()
() Sophie found she was crying as well. She hurriedly dropped her bundle and led 
Fanny to the chair. She pulled the stool up and sat beside Fanny, holding her 
hand. By this time they were both laughing as well as crying. They were most 
powerfully glad to see one another again.  [Sophie & Fanny] ()
　次の (0), ()は，魔女の魔法の解けた 人の男，つまり元案山子と元犬の
Prince JustinおよびWizard Sulimanである：
(0) If Sophie had cared to look, she would have seen two tall men standing in the 
doorway, smiling at one another.  [Two tall men] ()
() If Sophie had had any attention to spare, she would have seen Prince Justin and 
Wizard Suliman shaking hands and clapping one another delightedly on the back. 
[Prince Justin & Wizard Suliman] ()
　次の (), ()は，Michaelが語る，自分とLettieとの関係である：
() “Fifteen last May Day,” said Michael. “Calcifer sent fireworks up from the castle. 
Didn’t you, Calcifer? Oh, he’s asleep. You’re probably thinking I’m too young to 
－－
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be engaged―I’ve still got three years of my apprenticeship to run, and Lettie’s got 
even longer―but we promised one another, and we don’t mind waiting.”  [Michael 
& Lettie] S. (0)
() “Yes,” Michael said happily. “Lettie told me about it when we were wondering 
how we’d ever see one another again. I told her―” [Lettie & Michael] S. () 
　次の ()は，Sophieが語る妹のLettieとMarthaの関係である：
()  “Well, of course I shall have to do for her when I get the chance,” she told 
herself, “but meanwhile, if Lettie and Martha can stand being one another, I can 




() “I reckon they must have done for one another,” people said. The crowd gradually 
split into separate figures hurrying away to jobs they had left half done.  [Three 
pairs of monsters, or Howl & Witch] S. ()
　次の ()は明らかにmanyで，sheはMiss Angorianである：
() The room was full of people who all knew one another very well and she was 
the outsider. [Calcifer, Sophie, Lettie, Michael, Fanny, Mrs. Fairfax, Martha, and 
Parcival] ()
　
1.2  One another’s : 所有格
　所有格のone another’sは例あり，両方とも構成員にSophieを含む．例 ()の相
手はMrs. Fairfaxである：
() There was a minute or so of helter-skelter chase, in which the dog ran hither and 
thither, whining in a disturbed way, and Mrs. Fairfax and Sophie ran after the 
dog, jumping flower beds and getting in one another’s way, and Michael ran after 





() But Sophie and Howl were holding one another’s hands and smiling and smiling, 
quite unable to stop.  [Sophie & Howl] ()
　
1.3  Each other’s:  所有格
　所有格each other’sは例あり，これも構成員はSophieとHowlである：
() Howl gave a forced sort of smile. “Well now,” he said. “Now we both know each 
other’s faults.  [Howl & Sophie] S. ()
　
1.4 まとめ










2. Castle in the Air (1990) 2
　この作品では，one anotherが例，each otherが例見つかった．Each otherの
例を除きすべてnarrationである．所有格は，両方とも出現しなかった．
　
2.1  One another
　二例ともmanyに分類できるが，()は一般論としての複数形で，たとえばここ
 表紙には，“A companion to How Moving Castle” とある．
－－
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での状況の様に，実際には主人公のAbdullahが買い手であり売り手も一人という，
計名の場合が考えられる：
() For someone trying to sell a carpet in Zanzib, where buyers and sellers always 
spoke to one another in the most formal and flowery way, this man’s manner was 
shockingly abrupt.  [Buyers & sellers] ()
　次の ()は，Abdullah達を追ってきた人の警官で，折り重なっている：
() She was huge again, larger than he had ever seen her, looming like a great black 
shadow in the space below the window, with her immense white fangs bared at the 
three men. They were falling over one another to get away backward through the 
door.  [The three men (constables)] ()
　





() At this, to his disappointment, Flower-in-the-Night got up to leave. “I have to 
go indoors now,” she said. “A first visit must last no longer than half an hour, 
and I’m almost sure you’ve been here twice as long as that. But now we know 




() They glared at each other as they ran.  [Abdullah & the soldier] ()
　Howlとのものが例で，()は否定的で，()は肯定的になろうとしている：
() Howl seemed to be making it plain that he and Abdullah did not know each other. 
[Howl & Abdullah] ()
() Howl turned toward Abdullah. “I feel I got to know you rather well,” he said. 
－－
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They looked at each other awkwardly.  [Howl & Abdullah] ()
　次の ()は，やはり途中で道連れとなった「猫」と「瓶の魔人」で，否定的な
文脈である：
() Abdullah could only suppose that the cat’s magic and the genie’s were so different 
that they were unable to perceive each other.  [The cat & the genie] ()
　次の ()は，捕らえられていたお姫様の一人と「兵士」で，二人が仲良くやっ
ていけるだろうという肯定的な文脈である：
() The two of them had swung around to face each other, and it was clear that both 






　出現率は，one anotherが .0 (/)，each otherが . (/)，合計. 
(/)である．
　




3.1  One another
　構成員数がのものが例，残り例はmanyである．例文 ()は，構成員がで，
主人公のCharmainと父親のMr. Bakerであり，二人は仲が良い：
() “Good girl!” said Mr. Baker. He swiftly slid both notebooks down into the bag 
beside the cheese flan and passed Charmain the bag. They grinned at one another 
 表紙には，“The sequel to Howl’s Moving Castle” とある．
－－
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like conspirators.  [Mr. Baker & Charmain] ()
　次の ()は，Royal Mansionに集まった街の主要人物たちでmanyである：
() Charmain went in, to a roar of voices and a crowd of finely dressed people, who 
all seemed to be shouting at one another while they walked about eating cake off 
elegant little plates.  [A crowd of finely dressed people] ()
　次の ()は，High Norlandの人々でmanyであり，“it” はHowlの動く城である：
() “How did it get here?” people were asking one another, as Charmain tried to push 
her way toward it. “However did it fit?”  [People] ()
　次の ()は，CharmainがGreat-Uncle Williamの家に行く途中で見る家々の様子
である．彼女は，Great-Uncle Williamの不在中彼の家の世話をすることになって
いる．その家こそ“House of many ways”である：
() Here the houses were so tall and colorful and so different from one another ― 
each one seemed to have steeper gables and more oddly placed windows than 
the one before it―that Charmain began to have hopes that living in Great-Uncle 
William’s house might prove to be very interesting, after all.  [The houses] ()
　
3.2  Each other
　例文 ()は，唯一のeach otherの例で，構成員数はで，主人公のCharmainと彼
女のgreat-uncleのWilliamである：
() The front door banged shut, leaving Charmain and Great-Uncle William staring 










4.  Charmed Life (1977) 4
　Chrestomanciシリーズは，HarperCollinsPublisherのThe Chronicles of Chrestomanci  
( volumes)としてまとまったものを，各々の出版年順に，すなわちCharmed Life 
(), The Magicians of Caprona (0), Witch Week (), The Lives of Christopher 
Chant (), Conrad’s Fate (00), The Pinhoe Egg (00)の順に扱っていく．
　最初に扱うCharmed Lifeでは，one anotherが例見つかり，each otherおよび両
者の所有格は皆無であった．
　
4.1  One another
　すべてone anotherであるが，構成員数がmanyのものが例で，残り例はであり，
narrationが例，speechが例である．
　Cat Chantは，本名 Eric Chantで，次代のChrestomanci候補となるべき少年
で，本書は彼を中心に展開する．彼と Janetのものが例あり，彼女はCatの姉の
Gwendolenと入れ替わってこの世界に来た少女である：
() Cat and Janet looked at one another and then at the lump of dough. “What am I 
going to do?” said Cat.  [Cat & Janet] ()
 The Chronicles of Chrestomanci, volume I, pp. -.
  Chrestomanciおよびこの世界についてはVolume Iの冒頭で著者が次のように述べて
いる：
     There are thousands of worlds, all different from ours.  Chrestomanci’s world is the one next 
door to us, and the difference here is that magic is as common as music is with us.  It is full of 
people working magic―warlocks, witches, thaumaturges, sorcerers, fakirs, conjurors, hexers, 
magicians, mages, shamans, diviners and many more―from the lowest Certified witch right up 
to the most powerful of enchanters. Enchanters are strange as well as powerful.  Their magic is 
different and stronger and many of them have more than one life.
     Now, if someone did not control all these busy magic-users, ordinary people would have a 
horrible time and probably end up as slaves.  So the government appoints the very strongest 
enchanter there is to make sure no one misuses magic.  This enchanter has nine lives and is 
known as “the Chrestomanci.”  You pronounce it KREST-OH-MAN-SEE.  He has to have a 
strong personality as well as strong magic.
DIANA WYNNE JONES
－0－
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() Cat and Janet looked at one another through the smoke it had made with its 
speech.  [Cat & Janet] ()
　次の ()は，ChrestomanciとMr. Saundersである．Mr. SaundersはChrestomanci城
で子供たちの教育係を勤める：
() “I know,” said Chrestomanci. “But this was amazingly strong.” The two of them 
looked at one another significantly.  [The two of them, i.e. Chrestomanci & Mr. 
Saunders] (0)
　次の ()の JuliaとRogerはChrestomanciの娘と息子である：
() Julia and Roger looked at one another in a mild, secretive way.  [Julia & Roger] 
()
　次の ()は，Chrestomanciの館のメイドのEuphemiaとMaryである：
() Euphemia and Mary looked at one another.  [Euphemia & Mary] ()
　次の ()のMillieはChrestomanciの妻である：
() Millie and Chrestomanci looked at one another.  [Millie & Chrestomanci] ()
　次の ()では，FrankとCaroline ChantはCatの両親である．したがって，Catと
Chrestomanciは親戚である．JuliaとRogerもCatの親戚である：
() “Frank and Caroline Chant were my cousins―and first cousins to one another 





() Chrestomanci was still looking vaguely in Cat’s direction. Cat could tell he was 
very wary indeed. “Like this,” he said. “Remember we hadn’t known one another 
very long.  [Chrestomanci & Cat (+ Cat’s sister?)] S. ()
　次の ()は，manyで，村人たちであるが，三三五五のグループが出来ている：









5. The Magicians of Caprona (1980) 6
　Capronaという国ではMontana家とPetrocchi家とが互いにいがみ合っている．
これは，Montana家のPaoloとToninoを中心とした物語である．
　ここでは，one anotherが例，所有格のone another’sが例，each otherが例
見つかり，所有格のeach other’sはなかった．
　




() Paolo and Tonino looked at one another.  [Paolo & Tonino] ()
() They did not speak of it to one another.  [Paolo & Tonino] ()
() That brought home to Paolo and Tonino the fact that there was going to be a war. 




() They shoved one another out of the way to reach it first.  [Tonino & Angelica] (0)
() Both of them swayed forward, and caught at one another. [Tonino & Angelica] 
()
() They hovered, glaring at one another.  [Tonino & Angelica] ()
 The Chronicles of Chrestomanci, volume II, pp. -.
－－
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() They stared at one another, nose to nose across the scratched varnish.  [Tonino & 
Angelica] ()
　次の ()は，二人が敵地で逃げる途中である：
() He had clean forgotten that he and Angelica were supposed to hate one another. 
[Tonino & Angelica] (0)
　次の ()は，周りの人たちのするToninoとAngelicaへの心配である：
() They were pulled apart then by aunts and cousins, fearing they were contaminating 




(0) She and Paolo turned to one another, smiling with relief.  [Lucia and Paolo] ()




() Marco and Rosa looked at one another.  [Marco & Rosa] ()
() Rosa and Marco looked at one another and began to back away among the 
spectators.  [Rosa & Marco] ()
　Montana家の家長AntonioとPetrocchi家の家長Guidoのものが例あり，()-()
は二人の「決闘」の場面であり，()ではまだ仲が悪いままである：
() The first, and probably the longest, part was when the two were testing one 
another for an opening, and comparatively little seemed to happen.  [Antonio 
Montana & Guido Petrocchi] ()
() Somewhere about the middle of it, Antonio and Guido Petrocchi were standing 
facing one another.  [Antonio & Guido] ()
() But, almost at once, Antonio and Guido swung round and walked away from one 
another.  [Antonio & Guido] ()
－－
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() They broke off to stare coldly at one another.  [Antonio & Guido] ()
　Antonioを含むものはもう例ある：
() Antonio and Uncle Lorenzo went to the bonfire and tried to stamp out the flames, 
but they were burning too strongly. Paolo saw them look at one another, rather 




() The two glared at one another.  [Rinaldo & Marco] ()
(0) Rinaldo and the other young man laid them against the steps of the Art Gallery 
and returned each to his family, without looking at one another.  [Rinaldo & the 
other young man] ()
　構成員の最後の例は，Montana家の飼い猫のBenvenutoとGinaおばである：
() For this reason, Benvenuto and Aunt Gina always pointedly ignored one another. 
[Benvenuto & Aunt Gina] ()
　構成員がmanyのものは例であるが，()は，Montana家の厨房にかけられた
魔法を解こうとしていた人たちである．三三五五のグループが認められる：
() “Maria yelled out that the room was all colors and there were things like trees in 
it ― she thought people looked like trees―and we all jumped about in the dawn, 
hugging one another.”  [Marco, Maria, and others] ()
　例文 (), ()は，manyだが，MontanaとPetrocchiの二つのグループの対立である：
() The grown-ups of both houses never explained to the children just what had made 
the Montanas and the Petrocchis hate one another so.  [The Montanas & the 
Petrocchis] ()
() The two families advanced on one another.  [The two families] (0) 
　例文 ()は，Montana対Petrocchiであるが，複数の小グループに分かれている：
() But the battle was not really finished. Montanas and Petrocchis were up and 
down the Corso in little angry, muddy groups, shouting abuse at one another. 
－－
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[Montanas & Petrocchis] ()
　
5.2  One another’s: 所有格
　所有格のone another’sは次の例のみ：
() The Archbishop was in tears, and so was the Duke. They were wringing one 
another’s hands beside the Duke’s coach.  [The Archbishop & the Duke] ()
　
5.3  Each other
　相互代名詞 each otherは例とも構成員数はである．例文 ()は，両家の家長
の闘いである：




() Angelica and Tonino looked at each other and made faces. They felt very shy and 
very, very pleased.  [Angelica & Tonino] ()
　
5.4 まとめ
　所有格を含め one anotherは 例で，そのうち 例が構成員 である．Each 
otherは所有格がなく，例とも構成員はである．基本的にはone anotherを使用
している．二つの家の対立を扱っているせいか，「敵対」に分類されるものが多い．
　出現率は，one anotherが0.0 (/)で，each otherが.0 (/)で，両方
合わせると. (/)である．
　
6. Witch Week (1982) 7
　Larwood House校の年B組のCharlesおよびそのクラスメートを中心とした物




　この作品には，each otherは現れず，one anotherが0例，所有格one another’sが
例見つかった．
　
6.1  One another
　構成員のone anotherが0例中例で半数である．そのうち例にCharlesが含
まれる．すべて否定的文脈か敵対あるいは対立の関係である：
() So they shuffled to the front of the class looking daggers at one another.  [Nan & 
Charles] (0)
() They did not speak to one another, of course, but it was doubtful that either did 
much work.  [Nan & Charles] ()
() The two of them stared at one another.  [Charles & Nirupam] ()
() “You and Brian are both as bad as one another,” he said.  [Charles & Brian] S. 
()
　次の ()も否定的文脈である：
() The fact that these two normally did not speak to one another, or to Nan either, 








() They must have spent years together in the groundsman’s hut and, Charles 
supposed irritably, they had got touchingly fond of one another.  [The bloom, the 
mop, and the hoe] ()
　構成員がmanyでを超えるものは例ある．例文 ()は，年B組の生徒たち全
－－
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員である：






() “What you may not realize is that these are only two out of a multitude of worlds, 
all very different from one another. I come from one of the other ones myself.”  [A 
multitude of worlds] S. ()
　例文(0)は，こうしたいわゆるパラレルワールドについてNanが語る場面である：
(0) “Well, this is because these other worlds where two things can happen spread out 
from our own world like rainbows, and sort of flow into one another―”  [These 
other worlds] S. ()
6.2 One another’s:  所有格
　所有格の one another’sは 例のみで，Estelleを先頭にChrestomanciを含めた
人が手を取り合って一列縦隊で歩いていくという「連続」である．ただし，
Chrestomanciが同行の生徒たちに向かって言っているのでyouの人数はである：
() “I think we shall be going now,” Chrestomanci said, “if you would all hold one 




















() The reason seemed to be that Mama and Papa had given up speaking to one 
another even through the footman.  [Mama & Papa] ()
() They handed the servants notes to give to one another instead.  [Mama & Papa] 
()
() “Then they open the notes and look daggers at one another and then at me.” 
[Mama & Papa] S. (0)
() Mama and Papa were both there, facing one another across it, dark clothes and 
whiskers on one side, scents and pretty colors on the other.  [Mama & Papa] (0)
() As if to make it clear to Christopher that this was a bad crisis, the two of them 
were actually speaking to one another.  [Mama & Papa] (0)
() “I know they hate one another,” she sobbed, “but she’s no call to hate me too! 
[Mama & Papa] S. (0)
　Papaを含むものが例あるが，PapaはChristopherをChrestomanciにするために
連れ出し，しばらく行動を共にする：
() He and the Head smiled at one another, rather falsely.  [Papa & the Headmaster] 
()
 The Chronicles of Chrestomanci, volume I, pp. -.
－－
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() Christopher told himself uneasily that Papa and Uncle Ralph just did not like one 
another.  [Papa & Uncle Ralph] (0)
() Papa and Dr. Pawson were sitting facing one another in Dr. Pawson’s crowded 
room.  [Papa & Dr. Pawson] (0)
　Christopherを含むものは例あり，最後の家庭教師のMiss Bellが例：
(0) “Governess over there. Miss Bell. I hope you like one another.”  [Christopher & 




() “Come on out where we can see one another.” [Christopher & Tacroy] S. ()
()  It was so extreme that he went numb and could hardly feel to scrape out the center 





() Underneath, he could tell, Tacroy and Miss Rosalie were longing to stop being 




() Christopher caught sight of Tacroy and Flavian mouthing a word at one another 
with their eyes popping.  [Tacroy & Flavian] ()
　構成員の最後の例は，0番世界 (Series 0)の女神 the Goddessと番世界の支
配者 the Drightである：
() While the Goddess and the Dright stared at one another, he lumbered weakly 





() Hastily he scraped out the middle of the spell so that they could all hear one 
another inside the deafness.  [Christopher, Mama, and the Last Governess] (0)
　構成員manyの例文 ()では，gardners同士もhousemaids同士もあり，三三五五
のグループが考えられる：
() Gardeners and housemaids looked at one another doubtfully.  [Gardeners & 
housemaids] ()
　
7.2  Each other
　構成員のものが例である：
() Tacroy and Miss Rosalie were staring at each other, both making sure the other 





　出現率は，one anotherが. (/) で，each otherが.00 (/)で，両方
合わせると. (/)である．
　




　本書では，one anotherが例のみで，each otherが例となり，Castle in the Air
と同様に，他のものとは逆の数字になっている．そのうち，所有格はそれぞれ
 The Chronicles of Chrestomanci, volume III, pp. -0.
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8.1  One another
　相互代名詞のone anotherの例文()は，人間ではなく，Conradが撮った写真に写っ
た幾重にも重なる建物の内部であり，これのみmanyである：
() Behind each one, misty but quite distinct, were the insides of other buildings, 
dozens of them. I could see fuzzy hallways, other stairways, domed rooms in many 
different styles, ruined stone arches, and, several times, what looked like a giant 
greenhouse. They were all on top of one another, in layers.  [Fuzzy hallways, other 
stairways, domed rooms in many different styles, ruined stone arches, and, several 
times, what looked like a giant greenhouse] (0)
　
　




() Whatever Mr. Amos said to the actors, it made them very nervous. They were 





() We looked at each other.  [Conrad & Christopher] (0)
() We clutched at each other and edged cautiously forward into the stormy daylight 
beyond the door.  [Christopher & Conrad] ()
() We looked at each other.  [Christopher & Conrad] ()
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() Christopher and I were thrown against each other and sort of staggered around 
in a half circle, with me hanging on to Christopher’s neckcloth for balance. 
[Christopher & Conrad] ()
() I clutched his arm and he grabbed my shoulder and we bundled each other around 




() In fact he tried to tell her as we dashed on down and around, the two of us circling 
around Millie and Millie circling around us, while the space rang with our 
hurrying feet and the voices of the other two. They kept shouting at each other as 
they went, trying to explain what they were doing here, but I don’t think either of 
them could hear properly because of the echoes.  [Christopher & Millie] ()
　例文 ()は，one another()の写真を撮っているところである：
() I could tell they were truly glad to see each other. I took several more photos as we 
went.  [Christopher & Millie] ()
　Christopherは更に例に出現する．例文 ()は，唯一の speechの例であり，例文
(0)のAntheaはConradの姉である：
() He and Mrs. Baldock eyed each other down the length of the table.  [Christopher 
& Mrs. Baldock] ()
() “Gabriel de Witt and I seem to be the only nine-lifed enchanters in all the known 
worlds. So we’re stuck with each other.”  [Gabriel de Witt & Christopher] S. ()




() By the middle of the afternoon, Millie was just giving me a look as we shot past 
each other, and I hardly had time even to shake my head.  [Millie & Conrad] ()
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() Millie and I both panicked and clutched at each other.  [Millie & Conrad] ()
　Hugoを含むものは例あり，うち例がCount Robertでこの城の主君であり，
Hugoは執事の息子でやはり使用人を束ねる仕事をしている：
() When he was gone, the Count and Hugo turned to each other, not laughing 
anymore, and stood for a moment looking sober and rueful.  [The Count & Hugo] 
()
() Count Robert and Hugo grinned at each other and then at Anthea.  [Count 
Robert & Hugo] ()
　例文 ()のLady Feliceはこの館のお姫様で，Hugoと彼女は恋仲であるように
見える：
() Hugo sort of plunged forward to meet her, and the two of them flung their arms 
around each other as if it really had been a hundred years since they last met.  [Hugo 
& Lady Felice] ()
　The CountessはCount RobertとLady Feliceの母親であるが，この二人の女性付
きのメイドたちが例ある：
() Miss Semple was there, of course, and she told me that the very smart elderly 
woman was the Countess’s maid, and the almost as smart younger one was 
Lady Felice’s. Those two weren’t very nice. They only spoke to each other.  [The 
Countess’s maid & Lady Felice’s maid] ()
() We sat side by side on a hard sofa as far away from Gregor as we could get, trying 
not to listen to the two Lady’s Maids, who were doing embroidery quite near to us 
and whispering gossipy things to each other.  [The two Lady’s Maids] ()
　Conradの母親（ここでは正気を取り戻している）と the Countessが例ある：
() My mother and the Countess stared at each other in almost identical outrage. 
[Conrad’s mother & the Countess] ()
　例文 ()で，Conradの姉のAntheaとCount Robertが恋仲であることが分かる：
() And my sister Anthea cried out, “Robert!” and came galloping down the ladder. 
She flung herself into Count Robert’s arms, and the two of them began hugging 
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and kissing each other frantically.  [Anthea & Count Robert] ()
　 例文 (0)は，頭の犬で，片方はこの館の飼い犬のChampで，もう一匹は
“Traveler”の犬である．このTravelerは多重世界を行き来できる：
(0) The two yelled abuse at each other, fit to wake the dead.  [The small white dog & 
Champ, the dog] ()
　
8.4  Each other’s: 所有格
　唯一の所有格 ()は上の ()の続きで，Conradの姉のAntheaとCount Robertが
恋仲であることが引き続き分かる：
() I kept glancing through the bars in case my sister or Count Robert had noticed us, 
but they didn’t seem to. They were now leaning backward with their arms around 




　所有格を含めone anotherが例のみで，each otherが例とeach otherの方が圧
倒的に多い．構成員数は，one anotherがとmanyが例ずつ，each otherはすべて
である．
　出現率は，one anotherが.00 (0/) で，each otherが. (0/)で，両方
合わせると. (0/)である．
　
9. The Pinhoe Egg (2006) 10 
　本書の舞台は，Pinhoe家の人々の住むUlverscoteとChrestomanciの館で，Pinhoe
家の若い娘Marianneが中心となるが，Catも登場する．
　本書では，one anotherが0例，所有格 one another’sが 例，each otherが例見つ
かった．所有格の each other’sはなかった．構成員はone anotherで例がで，残
0 The Chronicles of Chrestomanci, volume III, pp. -.
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り例と所有格がmanyであり，each otherは例ともである．
9.1  One another
　構成員がのものは例であるが，例文 ()は，CatとChrestomanciである：
() As Cat waded into the leaves, Chrestomanci came wading out into the space as 




() “So you like one another. That’s good,” Cat said.  [Klartch, the griffin & Syracuse, 
the horse]  S. ()
　構成員がmanyでのものは例あり，第巻のCharmed Lifeで登場した Juliaと
JanetとCatである：
() The other three looked at one another, glanced at Euphemia, and decided to say 
nothing.  [Julia, Janet, and Cat] ()
　次の ()は，Ulverscoteの住民すなわちPinhoe家の人々のうちの数名である：
() But that day only a few people―who had all had the presence of mind to call on 
the Reverend Pinhoe in order to stare over the vicarage wall―caught sight of the 
four of them getting out of Jason’s car. They all told one another that the fair-
haired girl looked as sour as Aunt Joy, and what a pity, it just showed you what 
they were like at That Castle, but Mrs. Yeldham did credit to the Pinhoe family.  [A 
few people in Ulverscote] ()
　次の例は，Pinhoe家と対立しているFarleigh家の若い娘たち名である：
() Marianne recognized the one in front as Margot Farleigh and the next one as 
Margot’s cousin Norma. She didn’t know the names of the others, but she knew 
they were all Farleighs too, and probably best friends with one another because 
they all had the same hairstyle, very smooth and scraped back, with one little thin 
dangling plait down one cheek.  [Six Farleigh girls] ()
() Sullenly, the girls picked up their bicycles and mounted them, snarling and 
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complaining to one another when most of the mudguards proved to be loose.  [Six 
Farleigh girls] ()
　次の例はPinhoe家の人々で，三三五五のグループが認められる：
() While the Pinhoes were turning to one another, doubtful and horrified, Gammer 
Norah kept beating with her broomstick.  [The Pinhoes] ()
() Most of the Pinhoe cousins were as surprised as Aunt Joy was and frowned at one 





() Pinhoes and Farleighs, panting, with hair hanging over their faces and, in some 
cases, blood running down among the hair, stopped fighting and said to one 




(0) Pinhoes and Farleighs turned to one another and murmured, “I never knew that. 
Cleeve Arms is old, though.”  [Pinhoes and Farleighs] (0)
　




() They swung the bed up again and, jostling for a handhold and treading on one 
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　9.3  Each other
　相互代名詞のeach otherは例とも構成員はである：
() Mum assured them that the aunts would take turns at doing that―at which Aunt 
Prue and Aunt Polly looked at each other and glowered at Mum.  [Aunt Prue & 
Aunt Polly] ()
() She had very clear memories of Mum and Gammer snapping at each other in 
the kitchen, while old Miss Callow did the actual cooking.  [Mum & Gammer] 
(-)
() Cat and Marianne looked at each other, but could think of nothing to say.  [Cat & 
Marianne] ()




　所有格を含めてone anotherが例，each otherは例で，one anotherのほうが多
い．構成員は，one anotherの例がで，例がmanyであり，each otherは例と
もである．
　出現率は，one anotherが.00 (/) で，each otherが0. (/)で，両方
合わせると.0 (/)である．
　
10.   Conclusion
　所有格を含め，one anotherについては，構成員が0例，manyが0例で，.
対の割合で，合計00例使われていて，Howl関係では，例対例で.0対，












は，. ()の猫と人間，. (0)の犬同士，. ()のgriffinと馬の例が人間を含
めた生物であり，無生物としては，. ()の箒など（しかし若干の意思があるよ
うだ），. (), (0)のパラレルワールド，. ()の家々，および . ()のいろい
ろな建物の内部で，計例である．
　出現率は，総ページ数 ,で，one anotherが . (,/00), each otherが
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Representations of Self-Actualizing Women 
in Haruki Murakami and Leo Tolstoy
Mukesh Williams
Happy families are all alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its own way. Leo Tolstoy, 
Anna Karenina
　
“That’s how stories happen―with a turning point, an unexpected twist. There’s only 
one kind of happiness, but misfortune comes in all shapes and sizes. It’s like Tolstoy said. 
Happiness is an allegory, unhappiness a story.” Haruki Murakami, Kafka on the Shore
　
Synopsis
The paper analyses two modernist and inter-textual representations of young women 
in Japanese and Russian fiction where the female protagonists embark on a tortuous 
path of self-actualization in a patriarchal society and a malignant universe leading 
to disastrous consequences. The strategy of embedding an older text into a newer 
one often transposes the social ethos and intellectual temper of two cultures forcing 
the discerning global reader to create new connections.  Intertextuality in literature 
both enriches and complicates a literary work forcing the reader to understand one 
text against the other in a global context. Haruki Murakami’s short story  “ Sleep” 
refers to Leo Tolstoy’s novel Anna Karenina where the Japanese heroine gets 
infatuated with Anna’s lover Vronsky to the detriment of her health and family life. 
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Rebelling against her staid middle-class life, the Japanese heroine seeks solace 
in literary and emotional escapades during the night.  Her modernist adventures 
coupled with alcoholism and insomnia results in panic attacks, hallucinations and 
impeding tragedy. Though both writers talk about love theirs is not a love story. 
Also there is no logic to why individuals find unhappiness in life. Both writers reveal 
the incompatibility of self-actualization with the demands of family life. Though the 
genre of the novel and short story are different, Tolstoy uses the tragic consequences 
of romantic love, education and self-actualization of women in tsarist Russia as 
themes while Murakami employs it as strategy to bring about a subtle denouement in 
postmodern Japan.  However the idea of one text inserted in another and intertextual 
mimesis seem to work effectively for both Murakami and his audience.
　
The self-awakening of two beautiful and enigmatic heroines in Haruki Murakami and 
Leo Tolstoy, set apart by over a century and yet connected by inter-textual references, 
question the models of romantic love, seduction, marriage and self-actualization of 
women in an elitist society and a vindictive world. Murakami’s text published in  
introduces Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina’s struggles for self-fulfillment both as literary theme 
and social reality in his short story “Sleep” published in the short story collection called 
The Elephant Vanishes (-0). The seventeen stories in the collection unhinge reality 
by presenting implausible situations often verging on hyper and magic realism. In the 
fifth story “Sleep” the anxieties of a thirty-year old Japanese woman attempting to 
break free from a boring married life are represented through the first person narration, 
the logic of her arguments, the ethicality of her judgment and the self-assessment of 
her character. Tolstoy’s heroine ends her life in a morphine-induced hypnotic moment 
by jumping between train carriages, while Murakami’s heroine is paralyzed by fear at 
the hallucinatory apparition of two shadowy male figures in a parking lot. The strong 
references to Anna Karenina () in Murakami’s story forces the discerning reader 
to see obvious connection with the Russian text. The failure of both the heroines to 
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find happiness in a world which is at time malevolent and at others male-centered is an 
indictment of both the literary universe and the morality of the text in which the female 
protagonists are placed.
　
The Readership of Literary Tests
The meaning of a literary text does not arise only through the linguistic codes in it but are 
also provided by the reader. And there are different kinds of readers. Umberto Eco points 
out there are two kinds of readers―the semantic reader and the aesthetic reader. The 
semantic reader reads to anticipate the end of the story while the aesthetic reader locates 
meaning in the process―how “intertextual irony” takes place and “how what happens 
has been narrated”(Eco -).  But today in the age of digital technology there is a 
third kind of reader whom we could call the global literary reader. Such a reader not only 
incorporates the roles of a semantic and aesthetic reader but goes beyond them to imagine 
the text in a global context. He finds transcultural connections that the embedded text 
may not refer to. Linguistic and literary suggestions are always racing through his mind. 
A postmodernist writer conscious of such a reader will introduce suggestions in his text 
for multiple interpretations. The textuality or inter-textuality is a timeless phenomenon 
cutting across centuries providing new meanings beyond the vision of the literary text. 
The postmodern writer unhinges reality risking clarity on the one hand and on the other 
opening multiple possibilities for the imagination to range in. Such writers leave the 
moral world located in specific cultural norms and concentrate more on the actions of 
characters which have a more universal appeal. Murakami is conscious of the global 
reader and aware of the trans-linguistic and trans-cultural text that he is creating.
　
Modernity and Post-modernity
The technique of inter-textuality and symbolic representation in modern writer Tolstoy 
and postmodern writer Murakami endorse the hypothesis that modernity and post-
modernity are not hermetically sealed categories but affect and influence each other. The 
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methods of presenting a self-actualizing heroine within the confines of marriage and the 
disastrous consequences of her endeavors prefigure both modernity and post-modernity in 
Japanese and Russian novels. The self-actualizing representation of modernity, commonly 
available to a European writer, transforms itself into self-control when it enters the 
modern Japanese novel.  Most protagonists in the modern Japanese novels are not trying 
to rebel against but conform to social traditions and institutions; tragedy occurs when 
they are unable to do so. The tragic life of protagonists within European modernity or 
Japanese modernity possesses a singular uniqueness not replicated by the representations 
of a happy life, so succinctly enunciated by Tolstoy. However the novelists’ methods of 
representing the tragic story of individuals are often connected to each other through 
inter-textual references, allegorical implications and mimetic denouement.
　
Whether a writer passes judgment on the actions of fictional characters or withholds it, 
the novel continues to remain an impure art form. It is riddled with moral implications 
and inter-textual references of major texts written in the past. Literary history not only 
impacts the language a writer employs but the society and characters he creates. If we 
extend this assumption then most representations of heroines in literature are mistakenly 
seen as representations of women in actual society. Marcel Proust once said that the novel 
was more real than abstract theory.
　
The arrival of the western novel in Russia and Japan in the nineteenth century was a 
modernist moment that imitated fiction in real society and often shaped the response of 
educated elite class towards traditional social institutions and morality. The independent 
literary heroines often turned role models in shaping the identity of the new woman 
battling with traditional roles. To see inter-textual references in nineteenth and twentieth 
century literature is perhaps an important way to understand the reception of modernity in 
traditional societies and the underlying themes of romantic love, seduction and marriage.
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Murakami escapes the traditional framework of the modernist Japanese writer and is more 
inclined towards the European literary concept of self-actualization.   His short story 
“Sleep” is built around the extramarital relationship of Anna in Tolstoy’s novel Anna 
Karenina where his heroine seeks happiness in literary fantasy. In both Murakami and 
Tolstoy the desire of the female protagonist struggling to actualize herself are thwarted 
by an unresponsive husband and the constricting norms of society leading to insomnia, 
depression and suicidal tendencies. The desire to self-actualize and the failure to do so are 
the twin themes that are pursued by Murakami in his short story.
　
Intertextuality has larger global implications as the writer engages with trans-cultural, 
transnational and trans-historical texts. The modernist idea of the alienated and isolated 
writer “imprisoned by language” is a myth (Brodkey -). Literary scholars take the 
help of Jacques Derrida’s phrase il’ny a pas de hors texte or there is no outside-text to 
underscore the inescapable centrality of the text. Derrida means something else(). 
His popular phrase does not deny the importance of the text but underscores its context. 
Writers are conscious of the social and literary context of their work more so when they 
embed an older text or replicate some of its incidents. For such writers not only the text 
explicates meaning of their central vision but the inter-text enriches it. The writer delves 
into his literary past to extricate literary readings of earlier texts and then presents them to 
his readers for an enriching experience.Therefore inter-textuality often refers to the craft 
of fiction itself as the writer does not find himself alone with his writing but engages 
himself with language, society and translated literary texts from other languages. It also 
refers to the changing audience, linguistic groups, literary taste, translating communities, 
reading practices and a global reading public. But some of these issues are beyond the 
scope of this paper.
　
Two Epigraphs at the Beginning of the Essay
In the two epigraphs placed at the beginning of the essay, one from Tolstoy and the other 
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from Murakami, the central theme is the representation of unhappiness in fiction. Tolstoy 
sees no singularity in the lives of happy families as they are “all alike” and therefore 
offer no new material for the writer to build his story upon.  Murakami accepts Tolstoy 
but goes further to see the theme of unhappiness as a “turning point” and a “twist in 
the tale.” A turning point could be a character flaw, dissatisfaction, yearning, desire, 
emotion or a dream which leads to a predicament, problem or an “unexpected twist” in 
the story.  Murakami fails to answer the rhetorical question that if happiness is “allegory” 
can unhappiness be also transformed into an allegory by the writer as Gabriel Marquez, 
Thomas Pynchon or Dimitris Lyacos have shown. However both Tolstoy and Murakami 
are comfortable to work with the raw material of domestic unhappiness transforming the 
individual into a self-actualizing agent in a society yet not completely modernized. Both 
the writers choose unique trajectories of individual misfortune in an unforgiving moral 
universe. Tolstoy’s representation of unhappiness is located within the framework of a 
conventional social order endorsing its institutions. Any confrontation with the status 
quo, any infringement of the moral norms must bring punishment or damnation. If social 
confrontation brings individual happiness the result may unhinge the social system and 
moral order.
　
The mimesis in Murakami is based on the life of Anna Karenina and it functions on 
two levels―first on the level of representing reality and second on the level of imitative 
behavior. Murakami’s heroine negates the reality of Tolstoy’s heroine by pursuing a more 
hallucinatory world born out of insomnia, alcoholism and romantic idealism. She further 
snatches Vronsky as her romantic hero in her literary fantasy escaping the hard choice of 
Anna to either have her lover and son or have nothing at all. For Murakami’s heroine the 
institution of marriage functions more as a constraint rather than a choice. Murakami’s 
heroine does not confront the moral world of Anna in all its full-blooded implications. 
This interpretation could endorse Michael Riffaterre’s assumption that an intertextual 
mimesis could also involve a text which “represents reality by negating an intertext 
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compatible with that reality”() . Obviously intertextuality as understood by Bakhtin, 
or trans-textuality as Gerard Genette calls it, refers to language in a dialogic relationship 
within the mind of the writer (Bakhtin ; Genette -). Murakami is more interested 
in the way Tolstoy controls the destinies of his characters and less with the theme of 
emancipation central to Tolstoy’s thinking. It is rather difficult to imagine that Anna 
Karenina is a love story. Tolstoy loads the dice against his characters. The novel is more 
the story of “fate” or “judgement”(Rothman ) . Anna realizes this truth rather late. 
Towards the end she gets convinced that the world was created “in order to suffer” and 
if we think otherwise we are “deceiving ourselves”. However this comment ends on an 
apathetic note.  She concludes that “But if you see the truth, what can you do?”(). 
There is no escape for Tolstoy’s characters. The atonement for perceived sins is either 
death or near-death experience. But this is atonement without redemption. When Vronsky 
fails to commit suicide he realizes that his act was “too stupid;” however he comes out of 
it “washed” of the “shame and humiliation” he has felt before (-).  Tolstoy controls 
events and passion in the novel with relentless force. He does not present the world as 
backdrop to the story but as a callous entity that distributes happiness and unhappiness 
without reason. The metaphor of unhappiness mentioned at the beginning of the novel is 
more for the elites, the Oblonskys, who have all the comforts of life but not the happiness 
of conformity.
　
Obviously Murakami is in a dialogic relationship with the text as we can see through 
the behavior of his heroine. Like his heroine Murakami is mesmerized by Tolstoy’s 
manipulation of character but rejects this manipulation in favor of an escape, some kind 
of salvation. In the end of the short story two male figures shake her automobile from 
both sides but there is still hope for her to find salvation. In the case of Anna there is 
no turning back, there is no redemption. In Murakami the story is open-ended forcing 
the reader to close the book with some relief. Tolstoy’s end for Anna is final, there is no 
turning back. Tolstoy’s should have ended with Anna’s suicide but the story meanders 
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endlessly into agricultural history and conflict between Slavs and Turks for the reader to 
forget and forgive. Tolstoy makes great effort to create “unquestionable meaning” after 
Anna’s death. But there is no forgiveness and no forgetting.
　
The European novel is a moral artifact arising from values of moral conformity or non-
conformity and therefore allegorical in nature. At the same time the novel encapsulates 
the modernizing elements of individual agency, reason and choice. Writers find it more 
gratifying to portray conflict between a modernizing individual force and a conformist 
social power. The resultant outcome is often tragic for the individual. The therapeutic 
aspects of tragedy in the Aristotelian sense create a catharsis in the reader.
　
Finding inter-textuality in literary texts is often the favorite past time of literary scholars 
but often writers themselves insert references to popular literary texts in their fiction to 
force the reader to see the connection with the story or character. In an artwork where 
human beings perform specific functions the reader and the writer must understand that 
the “pure form,” of a literary text cannot be easily separated from the “human meanings” 
and “moral judgments” that are imposed by the writer and the reader (Booth ) . The 
highly controversial moral judgments by Tolstoy in the novel force Ayn Rand to consider 
Anna Karenina as the “most evil novel in world literature” in terms of both “theme” and 
“essence.” According to Rand, Tolstoy believes that it is “futile to be motivated by 
happiness”(0) . Some might feel that this is an exceedingly feminist indictment of a 
male writer.
　
The moral world of the novels comes into conflict with the hidden desire of the heroines 
that ultimately lead them to disastrous consequences. By association Murakami 
introduces the strictly moral world of Tolstoy where happiness outside social norms is 
impossible. The frigid heroine of Murakami finds sex within marriage less enjoyable than 
the chocolate-whiskey-laden literary fantasies she indulges in. She keeps awake at night 
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to grapple with her fantasies and desires about Vronsky the lover of Anna Karenina. She 
even fakes a headache to deny sex to her husband as she wishes to return to her fictitious 
hero Vronsky. She justifies this escape by claiming to be impeccable in her behavior and 
assiduous in her performance of family duties. Within her own world of fantasies she 
seeks her self-fulfillment. In a self-righteous tone she lets the reader know that she is 
a good mother, wife and cook. Though she does not commit suicide like the morphine 
addicted insomniac Anna she finds herself enacting the psychosomatic scene of being 
rocked in her parked car late night by two shadowy figures in a Yokohama parking lot. In 
terror she fumbles for her car key to start the engine but it does not start and the key falls 
under the steering wheel. The two shadowy male figures could personify her husband and 
her son who represent the arrogant patriarchy that she hates.
　
Seeking love and protection over duty and bondage both the heroines reject sex within 
marriage. Sexual fantasies are more satisfying to the heroines than actual sex which to 
them is invariably connected to duty or guilt. The overpowering world of social norms 
and their own inhibitions destroy their natural impulses and leave them frigid and 
disinterested in physical relations with men. Undeniably the novel is a product of the 
“sentimentalizing taste” of the eighteenth century and within it love  ―“seduction 
and marriage”― the subject “par excellence”(Fiedler, 00 ) . The female search for 
sentimentality and seduction often became the mimesis of textuality, the raison d’être of 
tragedy.
　
Sex, Narcissism and Fantasy
Murakami believes that a satisfying sex refurbishes the body and soul and electrifies 
the imagination. Sex is not seen by the heroines as a self-actualizing act but as fulfilling 
an erotic fantasy to escape the confines of social duties and responsibilities. Though 
Murakami believes that “good” sex can become a “soul-commitment” that reinvigorates 
the imagination, heals the body and takes us to a “better place” his heroine finds it hard 
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to realize the ideal (Wray, 00 ).  Tolstoy’s heroine Anna values love more than duty 
but she is placed within a moral world where the destructive power of passion is more 
obvious than its therapeutic effect.
　
Murakami highlights the sexless and unhappy life of his heroine who is beautiful and 
narcissistic. Though she is married she is less interested in her staid husband than in 
admiring her body. At the age of thirty she narcissistically studies her naked body in 
the mirror for half an hour and finds herself pretty as a girl of . She denies sex to her 
boyfriend after he becomes sexually excited during a session of heavy petting in the car 
and feigns headache with her husband when he wants to have sex with her () . During 
all this time she is thinking of Vronsky. She confesses,
　
It was only after my husband stood up and drew me toward the bedroom that I 
realized what he had in mind. I wasn’t in the mood for it at all. I didn’t understand 
why I should have sex then. All I wanted was to get back to my book. I wanted to 
stretch out alone on the sofa and munch on chocolate while I turned the pages of ‘Anna 
Karenina.’ All the time I had been washing the dishes, my only thoughts had been 
of Vronsky and of how an author like Tolstoy managed to control his characters so 
skillfully. He described them with such wonderful precision. But that very precision 
somehow denied them a kind of salvation. ().
　
She identifies herself with both the fictional Anna and the author Tolstoy.  She imagines 
sexual escapades with fictional character than actual people. True to her literary fantasies 
she reads difficult writers. She admires the authorial ‘control’ of Tolstoy over his 
characters and his ability to describe them with ‘precision’; but she also realizes that 
control and precision denies them ‘salvation.’ Tolstoy is the omniscient voice, the one 
who passes “unchallenged judgment” on the actions of his characters (Meek ). Since 
she is controlled by powerful social institutions she realizes that she cannot achieve 
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salvation. Whether it is the red bag in Tolstoy or the car key in Murakami the world of 
exciting possibilities do not open for these women. Both the key and the bag promise the 
realization of fantasies but the key is lost and the red bag does not reveal its contents. 
Since both the heroines are caught in a web of duties and controlled by social sanctions, 
they are unable to realize their aspirations. Both writers concentrate on the inner struggles 
of self-actualizing heroines caught in the intensity of their own passions and their sexual 
escapades than the actual trauma of suicide by train or automobile imprisonment.
　
Male-dominated Social Order
The struggles of the heroines in Tolstoy and Murakami gain tragic significance in a 
world dominated by strong moral values attributed to the roles of mother and wife. 
The conformist ideas of home builders work against modernist ideas of romantic love, 
individualism and self-actualization.  The heroines lose their confidence in their husbands 
as they realize that for men, duty is more important than love or concern for women. 
Anna finds her dutiful husband too involved with his work than with her. It prepares 
the ground for her romantic escapade with Vronsky.  Murakami’s heroine too loses 
confidence in her husband after the naming of their son. Instead of being her protector he 
pacifies both his mother and wife when they quarrel over the naming of their son (0) . 
In the end of the story as she hallucinates about the two dark figures of men shaking her 
car she realizes that she “can’t go anywhere;” they will rock the car and “turn it over”
(0) . In an attempt to write against the family-dominated fiction of Russia and Japan 
both writers present heroines who wish to escape the constraining atmosphere of social 
institutions by forging an independent self through literary readings and ruminating at 
night.
　
Female Insomnia and Reading
Both insomnia and literary readings become a rejuvenating and destructive force. 
Insomnia is used to create a private space of self-reflection away from the hustle and 
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bustle of life, while readings to resurrect fantasies which have languished since childbirth 
and subordinated to wifely duties. The theme of female sleeplessness or insomnia opens 
a modern moment of individual freedom in the novel for male writers to imagine the 
emotional and intellectual space their heroines inhabit. The heroines are incorrigible 
insomniacs and voracious readers of romantic fiction seeking a private place to reflect 
and encompass “an entire universe”(0) .  Insomnia becomes their model of seeking an 
escape in a world which prevents them from realizing their happiness both emotionally 
and symbolically (0) . Though their insomnia might be anxiety-based they feel that by 
“abandoning sleep” they had “expanded” themselves (00) . They discover that the 
“power to concentrate was the most important thing”(0) .  They are willing to die 
young as they have expanded their lives.
　
Murakami admits that the family has played an important role in traditional Japanese 
literature, in his fiction characters are presented as “independent, absolute individuals”
(Wray ). Murakami’s heroine is a modern woman like Anna burdened by the weight of 
her social responsibilities. She yearns to escape into the literary world of European novel 
eschewing her Japaneseness. Though her husband is handsome by conventional standards 
and her son obedient, she finds the former “ugly” and an “Absolute fool a blob” and 
the latter possessing a close similarity with his father and mother-in-law (0) . She 
finds them all “self-satisfied and arrogant”(0) . She feels that since her husband and 
son cannot understand her soon she would “despise” her son too (0) . Obviously she 
does not fell satisfied with her lot. After the old man nightmare she cannot sleep but her 
husband sleeps like a turtle buried in mud () . She is so taken in by reading that she does 
not wish to have sex, get involved with anyone  or waste time in idle gossip but go home 
and read the novel. She confesses:
　
I went through the motions―shopping, cooking, playing with my son, having sex 
with my husband. It was easy once I got the hang of it. All I had to do was break the 
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connection between my mind and my body(-).
Her inability to find significance in daily chores forces her to delink her “mind” from her 
“body.”
　
The tendency to feel dissatisfied with her lot and yearning for some imaginary fulfillment 
destroys her mental equilibrium. Somewhere at this point her reading turns psychological 
as she begins to realize that most “people live in the prison cells of their own tendencies” 
(). As she reads the novel Anna Karenina three times she confesses that the “old me” 
understood the novel little but the “new me” understands everything (00-) . Often this 
fervent reading makes her too excited.  In order to cool down she goes out for a drive, 
does calisthenics or just walks around the room (0) .
　
Apprehending the Passage of Time
For Murakami’s heroine time passes at varying speeds. At times it passes slowly and 
at others it speeds up. It all depends on her emotional state of mind. At times she feels 
trapped in the web of time and at others she feels the world is changing very quickly. The 
apprehension of life is directly connected to her enchantment or disenchantment with 
the world. She feels that events sweep past her like a “silent breeze”() . At times she 
realizes that the unchanging world was after all changing. She often come back to her 
husband and son after her nightly sojourns and see them sleeping as if they believed in an 
unchanging world. But according to her the world was changing:
　
They believed that the world was as it had always been, unchanging. But they were 
wrong. It was changing in ways they could never guess. Changing a lot. Changing 
fast. It would never be the same again (0) .
　
In the beginning she feels trapped in the web of time, unable to scream when an old man 
in her dreams pours water on her feet. Her husband oblivious of her predicament sleeps 
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through the night acting as her foil to her quest for identity. Towards the end of the story 
she tries to “look like a boy” but ends up feeling “trapped” as if locked in her car.
　
Social Demands and Individual Freedom
The demands of life are hard to endure for Murakami’s heroine who is never named. 
Women are seen in Murakami as “mediums ―harbingers of the coming world”
(Wray ).  The word nemuri in Japanese means both sleep and sleeping and it is here the 
protagonist attempts to sort out her life as a woman, a wife and a mother. It is a sad irony 
that reality does not allow her to understand the world she inhabits. It is in the darkness 
of night, when people are sound asleep, she must keep awake. She is not an insomniac as 
she can sleep when she wants to. But only in the silence of the night she can escape her 
responsibilities and acquire the freedom to understand herself and “extend [her] life”. She 
feels that the need to be beautiful, to have sex with her husband, to love her son, to cook 
for the family are all duties that she must fulfill in the day. Only at night when everyone 
is sleeping she must keep awake to understand herself.  In this unconventional way she 
accepts and rediscovers herself.
　
Murakami’s heroine though “good looking” is somewhat unconventional. She has 
married a “strange looking” dentist who is neither handsome nor ugly.  They have a loan 
to pay back for the clinic they had opened five years ago. When she tries to draw his face 
she is surprised to find out that she does not remember it at all ―“How can you live 
with a man so long and not be able to bring his face to mind?”() . Though he instills 
confidence in others, smiles like a child and has good teeth, she does not like him () . 
They have no common interests. He loves listening to Haydn and Mozart but she does 
not understand music. She often wonders while looking at her beautiful body why did 
she marry him amongst the many handsome boyfriends she had had. She does her home 
duties meticulously, goes to the gym to keep fit, swims and loves to look at her naked 
body There is a repetitious monotony to her life’ she feels like an “unfeeling machine” 
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repeating a cycle as if she was “going nowhere”() . When her aspirations clash with her 
monotonous life she finds it hard to sleep.
　
The Meaning of the Nightmare
When we meet her in the beginning of the story she has not slept for seventeen days 
() . Perhaps recurring insomnia triggers a nightmare. She has a “repulsive dream” one 
night where she sees an old man with “huge” “piercing” eyes in “a skintight black shirt” 
holding a white pitcher and pouring water from it over her feet. She wants to move and 
scream but feels paralyzed. Suddenly she feels that her feet would “rot” and “melt” in the 
water, so she screams but the scream never materializes () . Then she gets up and drinks 
Remy Martin brandy to calm her ravaged nerves. Her consumption of alcohol, caffeine 
and sugar begin a bedtime ritual of wakefulness.  She starts reading Anna Karenina which 
she once read in school remembering the first line of the novel and the heroine’s suicide. 
Tolstoy’s heroine, Anna, also has a nightmare of a dirty old peasant muttering’ ‘It must 
be beaten, the iron, pounded, kneaded”(-) . Anna’s nightmare symbolizes Vronsky 
and the fear of her death. She wants motherly love and romantic love which are together 
hard to get but the unfeeling universe gives her nothing:
　
‘I love only these two beings and the one excludes the other.  I can’t unite them, 
yet I need only that.  And since I can’t have that, I don’t care about the rest.  I don’t 
care about anything, anything.  And if there isn’t that, the rest makes no difference. It 
all makes no difference. And it will end somehow, and so I can’t, I don’t like talking 
about it. Don’t reproach me, then; don’t judge me for anything. You with your purity 
can’t understand all that I suffer over.’ (0).
　
This argument is the crux of the matter. She wants both Vronsky and Seryozha. Anna 
realizes that romantic love “excludes” motherly love and therefore she rejects both. 
She knows her life will end in misery but she does not blame herself for the impending 
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tragedy.  She believes that those with “purity”― the pretentious Russian elites ― cannot 
understand her suffering. Therefore she does not wish to talk about it. Murakami’s heroine 
also believes that the doctors will not understand her predicament and therefore she does 
not wish to talk to them.
　
Reading Habits of the Heroines
Anna is fond of reading and dressing well. She reads English novels and writes children’s books 
and can be the center of attention. The heroine of Murakami also loves reading. Reading 
has been the center of her life since school though this habit has decreased due to family 
chores and domestic worries () . Since at college Murakami’s heroine studied English 
literature and wrote her graduation thesis on the British writer Katherine Mansfield she 
would be familiar with the influence of Anton Chekov on “The Doll’s House” and the 
heartless world of class snobbery that working class children inhabited.  Her family did 
not have enough money to send her to graduate school. With two more sisters to take care 
there was not enough money (). She starts reading Anna Karenina again after her old 
man nightmare sitting up with the book until  in the morning. Though she finds the story 
“odd” she cannot stop reading. She argues with herself that she could afford sleepless 
nights when she was a student but now she was a “mother” and “wife” and she has 
“responsibilities”() . After her husband and son leave in their Sentra she continues 
to read the novel and gets highly excited by the fall of Vronsky from a horse. Finding 
crumbs of chocolate from her high school days in the book she restarts the habit of 
eating chocolate while reading. As she reads she wonders how the author can control his 
characters so “skillfully” and deny them “salvation”() .
　
Moral Universe of Tolstoy and Murakami
Both the Russian society of late nineteenth century and the Japanese society of twentieth 
century created role models for women in the concept of good wives and wise mothers. 
The Japanese phrase for following a domestic ideal is ryosai kenbo while the Russian 
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word is Domostroi. (Davies and Ikeno ). The first was coined by Nakamura Masanao 
and expressed the ideal of womanhood while Domostroi meant domestic order based 
on a set of household rules. The Confucian-based Japanese society emphasized family 
values for women rather than individual freedom. The samurai code further emphasized 
the duty of wives to take care of their husbands. From the earliest literary writing of the 
eleventh century Heian such as Murasaki Shikibu’s Tale of Genji women were seen as 
“fundamentally evil” as they were subject to jealousy.  In fact a literary representation 
of women became the general though inexact standard to understand women of the 
nineteenth century. Wendy Rosslyn and Alessandra Tosi point out that nineteenth 
century Russian women were often seen as “literary incarnations” of Tolstoy’s heroines 
represented in Anna Karenina and War and Peace (0) .
　
Both Tolstoy and Murakami drew their inspirations from the changing roles of women 
in urban society. Barbara Engel believes that the “positive impact” of Russian urban life 
on women was an enhancement of “personal freedom” and strength to “shape their own 
lives.”() . Though she points out that those women who received higher education were 
able to access the “greater freedom” to participate in “public life”(0) Since Russian 
urban culture was a byproduct of noble elite culture, women of noble elites began to enjoy 
a relative amount of this new freedom.  And as the nineteenth century ended women to 
find new opportunities “to earn their own living, to interact with others of their sex on 
the shop floor, in the classroom and in the dormitory and through charitable works, to 
contribute to the common good, had drawn a  far more numerous and socially diverse 
range of Russia’s women from their home”(Rosslyn and Tosi ).
　
Tolstoy placed the actions of his characters within a strong moral universe, preaching the 
grace of unselfish goodness and the damnation of self-assertion. Within the paradigm of 
his moral world he therefore damns Anna’s self-assertion and individuality. The process 
of western modernity in Russia began with the intelligentsia around the 0s and with 
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the decline of traditional Russian society towards the end of the nineteenth century began 
to influence women’s emancipation, family life and sexual relations. Anna Karenina is 
symptomatic of female rebellion as it emerged in the west against Tsarist sexual mores. 
She craves for social freedom and sexual liberation as her counterparts in the west did in 
modern Russia. The Tsarist state imagined the woman’s question of sex and gender within 
pure symbols of wife and mother and brought sexual emancipation within state and 
ecclesiastical control to counterbalance rampant corruption in political and social sphere 
dominated by men. The state began to influence and control domestic life in Russia. As 
women sought higher education to escape the stranglehold of a male-dominated society 
they left their families which further reinforced the negative impact of modernist ideas on 
traditional way of life. The sexual liberty preached by the heroines of the French author 
George Sands in the 0s appalled Russian conservatives but appealed to Russian 
women. Nikolai Chernyshevsky’s  novel What Is to Be Done? campaigned for an 
urban educated utopia based on self-love through its heroine Vera Pavlovna. Vera manages 
to escape parental control and the constraints of an arranged marriage into a world of 
economic freedom.
　
Murakami’s heroine also escapes economic want by marrying a dentist but she discovers 
that the boredom of married life and the tyranny of a meddling mother-in-law would force 
her college-day-insomnia to return. Though she writes the events of her life in a diary, 
she stops writing when she stops sleeping. When the story begins she has not slept for 
seventeen days but does not want to seek medical help. Possessing a stubborn streak of 
self-reliance she depends more on her “woman’s intuition” than on “doctor’s advice”
() . After keeping awake the whole night she begins to drift to sleep early morning but it 
is not sleep but “incomplete drowsiness” with an alert mind ―“My fingertips were just 
barely brushing against the outermost edge of sleep. And all the while my mind was wide-
awake.”  In the beginning she wishes away her sleeplessness as a temporary ailment, a 
conflict between “body and mind.”As she grapples with it her dependence on alcohol, 
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sleeping pills, night drives and reading classics increases. Slowly she begins to feel like a 
“drowned corpse”() . By rejecting the reality of sleep she seeks her independence. 
There are obvious comparisons with Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina which the protagonist has 
been reading. The shadow of the moral universe of Tolstoy takes its toll and leaves her 
terrified by a strange reality dominated by men.
　
The World of Anna Karenina
Murakami’s heroine is not happy the way Tolstoy “control[s] his characters so skillfully” 
and denies them “salvation.” She wants salvation for Vronsky by inducing Tolstoy to give 
him Anna without the adjudicating criticism of his actions and by default give her right to 
transgress and be free of a constraining marriage. Just like Murakami’s heroine Anna too 
wants to realize herself and suffers from the boredom of a married life with Karenina.
　
She felt herself so criminal and guilty that the only thing left for her was to humble 
herself and beg forgiveness; but as she had no one else in her life now except him, 
it was also to him that she addressed her plea for forgiveness. Looking at him, 
she physically felt her humiliation and could say nothing more. And he felt what 
a murderer must feel when he looks at the body he has deprived of life. This body 
deprived of life was their love, their first period of their love (..)
　
Anna is also forced by the strain of emotions to take morphine to sleep and then commits 
suicide by jumping in front of a passing train. The story Nemuri ends with the feeling of 
the protagonist being imprisoned in her “little box” of a car and not able to find the key 
to start the engine. Anna too commits suicide in a daze after morphine induced despair. 
Tolstoy works on the symbolic level as well. He wants the reader to believe that the first 
meeting of Anna and Vronsky prefigures her end. Here is the ending of Part  chapter :
　
And suddenly, remembering the man who was run over the day she f irst met 
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Vronsky, she realized what she must do. With a quick, light step she went down 
the stairs that led from the water pump to the rails and stopped close to the passing 
train. She looked at the bottoms of the carriages, at the bolts and chains and big cast-
iron wheels of the first carriage slowly rolling by, and tried to estimate by eye the 
midpoint between the front and back wheels and the moment when the middle would 
be in front of her.
　
‘There!’ she said to herself, staring into the shadow of the carriage as the sand mixed 
with coal poured between the sleepers, ‘there, right in the middle, and I’ll punish him 
and be rid of everybody and of myself.’
　
She wanted to fall under the first carriage, the midpoint of which had drawn even 
with her. But the red bag, which she had started taking off her arm, delayed her, and 
it was too late: the midpoint went by. She had to wait for the next carriage. A feeling 
seized her, similar to what she experienced when preparing to go into the water for a 
swim, and she crossed herself. The habitual gesture of making the sign of the cross 
called up in her soul a whole series of memories from childhood and girlhood, and 
suddenly the darkness that covered everything for her broke and life rose up before 
her momentarily with all its bright joys. Yet she did not take her eyes from the wheels 
of the approaching second carriage. And just at the moment when the midpoint 
between the two wheels came even with her, she threw her red bag aside and, drawing 
her head down between her shoulders, fell onto her hands under the carriage, and 
with a light movement, as if preparing to get up again at once, sank lower to her 
knees. And in that same instant she was horrified at what she was doing. ‘Where am 
I? What am I doing? Why?’ She wanted to rise, to throw herself back, but something 
huge and implacable pushed her head and dragged over her. ‘Lord, forgive me for 
everything!’ she said, feeling the impossibility of any struggle. A little muzhik, 
muttering to himself, was working on some iron. And the candle by the light of which 
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she had been reading that book filled with anxieties, deceptions, grief and evil, flared 
up even brighter than ever, lit up for her all that had once been in darkness, sputtered, 
grew dim, and went out forever”().
　
She has three reasons aims to commit suicide ―“I’ll punish him and be rid of everybody 
and of myself”. She takes off her red hand bag, crosses herself with the sign of the cross 
to remember a “series of memories from childhood and girlhood”.  As she remembers the 
darkness recedes from her soul and her “life rose up before her momentarily with all its 
bright joys”. At the last moment she questions why she is doing this but it is too late ―
“What am I doing? Why?’ She wanted to rise, to throw herself back, but something huge 
and implacable pushed her head and dragged over her.” The candle of her life sputters 
and goes out “forever.”
　
Conclusion
Just like the individualistic western novel of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth, 
the self-realizing women in fiction represent a modernist moment of inter-connected 
human passions, a break from tradition and morality, where women do not succeed 
in a male-centered universe. Some believe that the inability of these women to find 
happiness in a male-centered world makes Tolstoy’s novel evil.  If women are the 
“mediums ― harbingers of the coming world” as Murakami claimed in his interview 
then this is a rather dismal picture of society that does not grant happiness upon moral 
infringement  (“Interviews” ). The inter-textual references to Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina 
in Murakami’s short story show the impact of -year old Anna’s life on the conventional 
life of a 0-year old Japanese heroine and her unsuccessful attempts to free herself. Inter-
textuality in fiction has been successfully employed by Murakami to show how “every 
unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.”
　
The implausibility of an independent action by the heroines of Tolstoy and Murakami that 
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can lead to their happiness within the strict moral universe of the literary texts cannot be 
imagined. The modernist elements in both the texts yearn for fulfillment but are prevented 
by a malicious universe and a paternalistic moral order. The tragic mood of the western 
novel that Murakami’s short story partakes of makes happiness almost impossible for 
the heroine. In this sense Murakami replicates the world of Tolstoy in his short story and 
moves between the concepts of modernity and post-modernity in his fictional world.
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1　オックスフォード大学出版局は、0年にOxford Learner’s  Dictionary of 























2　OLDAEの カ バ ー に は、 同 辞 典 は、‘the only learner’s dictionary to focus 
exclusively on academic English’であると記述されている。まず、OLDAEの掲載
する語について、OALD と比較してみよう。それぞれの収録語 (句 )・語義は、
OALD が,000であるのに対して、OLDAEは,000であり、OLDAEの収録数
はOALD のおよそ分のである。これは、OALD と異なり、OLDAEが学術的
な語 (句 )や語義に絞って掲載しているためであろう。語 (句 )の定義に使用され
ている語は、OALD は,000語で、OLDAEは,00語である。
　OLDAEの収録する語 (句 )や語義について詳しく見てみよう。OLDAE  (p. v)に
よると、academic vocabularyは大きくつのカテゴリーに分かれると述べられて
いる。つは、‘“subtechnical” or “general academic” vocabulary’ で、このカテゴリー
には、動詞、形容詞、日常のものを表す名詞や、the、and、because、for、aboutといっ




間に位置する‘general academic vocabulary’ である。つまり、学問分野を越えて用
いられ、一般英語でも用いられるが、アカデミックライティングでは、一般英語
と用いられ方が異なる、あるいは、学問分野によって用いられ方が異なる語彙
のことである。例えば、address (verb)の第義は、OALD では、‘ to write on an 
envelope, etc. the name and address of the person, company, etc. that you are sending it to 
by mail’という、日常生活で必要とされる意味であるのに対して、OLDAEでは、‘ to 








項目 e.g. actual / current / present / actually / currently /presently / at present、ゴシック体
の語のエントリーにボックス掲載。以下同様 )、問題が起こりやすい文法項目を
扱うGrammar Point (項目 e.g. can 1 / cannot / able /unable)、似た意味をもつ語に
ついてのThesaurus (項目 e.g. argue / assert / claim /contend /maintain)、そして、ア
カデミックライティングで役立つ様々な言語表現についてのLanguage Bank (
項目 e.g. about 2 ― Saying what a text is about)といったボックスが設けられている
(OLDAE pp. xi-xiiに全ボックスのリスト掲載 )。
　OLDAEの収録語彙は、,00万語のthe Oxford Corpus of Academic English (OCAE)
の分析に基づいている。このコーパスは、大学学部学生用の教科書、学術論文な
どからのデータから構成され、physical sciences、life sciences、social sciences、arts 
and humanitiesの大きくつの学術分野にわたる語彙が収められている。OLDAE
はさらに、the Academic Word List (AWL) (Coxhead, 000) 2)や Academic Keyword 
List (Paquot, 00)などの学術語彙研究も参考にしている。AWLからの語には、










absolute (adjective)  absorb (verb)  absorption (noun)  addition (noun)  agent (noun)
life sciences
2)  AWLについては、OLDAE (p. R)やウェブサイトwww.victoria.ac.nz/lals/staff/averil-coxhead.aspx
を参照のこと。
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absence (noun)  abuse (noun)  acid (noun)  activate (verb)  activation (noun)
social sciences
absence (noun)  act (noun)  actor (noun)  address (verb)  adopt (verb)
arts and humanities


















In academic writing, it is important to use tentative language when making claims. 
This does not mean you are uncertain about your claims, but shows you are aware that
3)  OLDAE (p. AWT)は、could、may、might 以外の‘ tentative language’の例として、形容詞の
possibleや動詞の suggestを挙げるとともに、hedgeのエントリーの、Hedging languageについて





claims are based on limited data. You can do this by using hedging language:
Modal verbs such as could, may and might:
These results could indicate . . .
Teamwork may  be associated with better performance in the workplace. 
(p. AWT)
　
3.1  ここでは、つの助動詞 could、may、mightに注目をし、これらの助動詞の
OLDAEとOALD のエントリー中の定義と例文を比較してみよう。
3.1.1  could
Table 1  CouldのOLDAEとOALD の定義と例文
OLDAE OALD 
定義と例文 定義と例文
1 used to show that sth is, was or might be 
possible: On several points, the analysis 
could have gone deeper. /Figure 16.4 
relates to the population in Wales, but a 
similar graph could be constructed for 
Scotland, England or Ireland. / ～ easily 
There may be changes that could easily be 
made to existing services. / ～always The 
town was impossible to besiege by land, 
as supplies could always be brought in by 
boat.
1 used as the past tense of ‘can’: She said 
that she couldn’t come. / I couldn’t hear 
what they were saying. / Sorry, I couldn’t 
get any more.
2 used to ask if you can do sth: Could I use 
your phone, please? /Could we stop by 
next week?
3 used to politely ask sb to do sth for you: 
Could you babysit for us on Friday?
4 used to show sth is or might be possible: 
I could do it now, if you like./Don’t worry
―they could have just forgotten to call./
You couldn’t have left it on the bus, could 
you?/‘Have some more cake.’ ‘Oh, I 
couldn’t, thank you ( = I’m too full).’
2 used as the past tense of ‘can’: British 
industry could not supply the extra 
production and so goods had to be 
imported./He could speak English, 
French, Dutch, Danish and Portuguese.
5 used to suggest sth: We could write a 
letter to the director. /You could always try 
his home number.
3 used to politely ask sb to do sth for you: 
Could we have a meeting sometime this 
week? 6 used to show that you are annoyed that 
sb did not do sth: They could have let me 
know they were going to be late!
7 (informal) used to emphasize how strongly 
you want to express your feelings: I’m so 
fed up I could scream!
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　OLDAEとOALD の couldの定義と例文を比較すると、OLDAEの 義に対し








general Englishの違いについて、注記 HELP  ‘The short form couldn’t is best avoided 







Table 2  MayのOLDAEとOALD の定義と例文
OLDAE OALD 
定義と例文 定義と例文
1 used to say that sth is possible: Free trade 
may lead to a deterioration of labour 
conditions in developed countries. / The 
patient may have developed an ulcer. /～
well However, after 10 or 20 minutes this 
action may well be too late and the patient 
may be unable to swallow. / ～ easily 
Children and teens who never express 
anger may easily go unnoticed.
1 used to say that sth is possible: That may 
or may not be true. /He may have ( = 
perhaps he has) missed his train. /They 
may well win. / There is a range of 
programs on the market which may be 
described as design aids.
2 used when admitting that sth is true before 
introducing another point, argument, 
etc: He may be a good father but he’s a 
terrible husband.2 used when admitting that sth is true before 
introducing another point or argument: 
She may have been old-fashioned in 
her approach, but she was an excellent 
teacher. / The findings suggest that 
confidence in the health service has been 
undermined less than may at first appear.
3 (formal ) used to ask for or give permission: 
May I come in? /You may come in if you 
wish.
4 (formal ) used as a polite way of making a 
comment, asking a question, etc: You look 
lovely, if I may say so. / May I ask why 
you took that decision? / If I may just add 
one thing . . .
3 used to say that sth is allowed; used to ask 
for or give permission: A representative 
of the Europian Commission may attend 
meetings but may not vote. 5 ( formal ) used to express wishes and 
hopes: May she rest in peace./Business 
has been thriving in the past year. Long 
may it continue to do so.
4 used to express wishes and hopes: May we 
wish you success and happiness in your 
nursing career.
6 (formal ) used to say what the purpose of 
sth is: There is a need for more resources 





エントリーのWHICH WORD ?ボックスの記述、‘Can and cannot (or can’t) are the 
most common words used for asking for, giving or refusing permission. . . . May (negative 
may not) is used as a polite and fairly formal way to ask for or give permission . . .’から
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Table 3  MightのOLDAEとOALD の定義と例文
OLDAE OALD 
定義と例文 定義と例文
1 used when showing that sth is or was 
possible: Much popular culture is part of 
what might be considered global culture. 
/ The next great earthquake to affect Asia 
might well be inland, perhaps along the 
Himalayas./ Yet, although the writers 
might reject any influence of feminist 
writing, their texts seem to reveal the 
opposite./These names might have been in 
Shakespeare’s mind as he was writing.
1 used as the past tense of may when 
reporting what sb has said: He said he 
might come tomorrow.
2 used when showing that sth is or was 
possible: He might get there in time, but 
I can’t be sure. / I know Vicky doesn’t like 
the job, but I mightn’t find it too bad. /The 
pills might have helped him, if only he’d 
taken them regularly. /He might say that 
now (= it is true that he does), but he can 
soon change his mind.
3 used to make a polite suggestion: You 
might try calling the help desk./I thought 
we might go to the zoo on Saturday.
4 (BrE) used to ask permission politely: 
Might I use your phone? / If I might just 
say something. . . 
5 (formal) used to ask for information: How 
might the plans be improved upon?/And 
who might she be?
6 used to show that you are annoyed about 
sth that sb could do or could have done: 
I think you might at least offer to help! /
Honestly, you might have told me!
7 used to say that you are not surprised by 
sth: I might have guessed it was you!
8 used to emphasize that an important point 
has been made: ‘And where is the money 








might、could、mayについて、‘These modal verbs [ might, could and may ] are each 
used to talk about present or future possibility . . . ’ という記述がなされている。
　
3.2　助動詞 could、may、mightについてOLDAEとOALD の定義と用例を比較し











4　ここでは、イギリス英語コーパス the British National Corpus (BNC) 4)とアメリ
カ英語コーパス the Corpus of Contemporary American English (COCA) 5)を用いて、
イギリス英語とアメリカ英語それぞれの人文・社会科学と自然科学分野の書き言
葉のデータの間に、助動詞の頻度の違いがあるのかどうかについて調査する。
4) 本稿では、The CQP-Edition of BNCwebを使用。BNCは書き言葉と話し言葉からなるおよそ億
語のコーパスである。Available at http://bncweb.lancs.ac.uk/ (accessed  April 0) .
5)  COCAは、0年 月の時点で、0年から 0年までの書き言葉と話し言葉を集めた 
億千万語を超えるモニターコーパスである。最近のアップデートは、0年月である。
Available at http://corpus.byu.edu/coca/ (accessed  April 0).
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　BNCでは、academicデータから、人文・社会科学の分野である、humanities、
politics / law /education、social & behavioural sciencesの つ の サ ブ コ ー パ ス の
,,語、自然科学分野は、medicine、natural sciences、technology computing 
engineeringのつのサブコーパスの,,語を分析した。COCAは、サブコー
パスacademicデータのうち、分野の不明な,,語は除外し、人文・社会科学

























couldとmightともに、p < 0.000、COCAでは、couldが p < 0.0、mightが p < 0.000)。
一方、mayは、BNC、COCAともに、自然科学分野における頻度のほうが人文・





Table 4  BNC_Academic　助動詞　人文・社会科学vs 自然科学
人文・社会科学 自然科学
RF RF LL p-value
can /cannot /can’t  0 -0.  < 0.000
could /could not /couldn’t 0  .  < 0.000
may /may not /mayn’t   -.  < 0.000
might /might not /mightn’t 000  .  < 0.000
shall / shall not / shan’t   .  < 0.000
should / should not / shouldn’t   .  < 0.000
will /’ll /will not /won’t   0.  < 0.000
would /’d /would not /wouldn’t 0  0.  < 0.000
must /must not /mustn’t  0 .  < 0.000
RF= raw frequency; LL=log likelihood values。LLの－の値は、助動詞の頻度が、
自然科学分野よりも、人文・社会科学分野において低いことを表す。
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Table 5  COCA_Academic　助動詞　人文・社会科学vs 自然科学
人文・社会科学 自然科学
RF RF LL p-value
can /cannot /can’t 0 0 -0.  < 0.000
could /could not /couldn’t   .  < 0.0
may /may not /mayn’t   -.  < 0.000
might /might not /mightn’t   .0  < 0.000
shall / shall not / shan’t   0.  < 0.000
should / should not / shouldn’t 0  .  < 0.000
will /’ll /will not /won’t 00  -.  < 0.000
would /’d /would not /wouldn’t  0 .  < 0.000
must /must not /mustn’t 0 0 .  < 0.000





とるとすれば、例えば、Biber et al. (: )では、‘intrinsic’ meaning と‘extrinsic’ 
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I wanted to write a play about losers. Not the people who were born to poverty, or to 
illness, or to deformities that presented obstacles they could never overcome, genetic 
time bombs that would one day explode no matter how much one tried to prevent it.  . . .  I 
mean the losers who have complete control over their own destiny, but who self-destruct 








にThe Gingerbread Lady『ジンジャーブレッド・レディ』(0)，The Prisoner of 
Second Avenue『番街の囚人』()，そしてThe Sunshine Boys『サンシャイン・ボー
イズ』()という，これまでとは作風の異なるつの作品を発表した。このな














Sunshine Boysのユーモアに見られる悲劇性について考察する。特にThe Prisoner 
of Second Avenueに関する先行研究で指摘されている“Comic Suffering”を共通要
























































































作について“I wanted to write a play about losers . . . who have complete control over 
their own destiny, but who self-destruct because something moves them to make the 
wrong choices time and time again.”と語っていることを紹介し，さらに主人公の
特徴としてComic Sufferingが見られることを指摘した 。このComic Sufferingに




Indeed, it seems that surprise is more necessary for comedy than it is for tragedy. 
Comedy tends, too, to have many more reversals. Of course it entails discovery 
scenes as well; but does it have scenes of suffering―pathos―of its own, to parallel 
the tragic pathos? On first sight it would appear that it does not, for pathos is 
requisite in tragedy because the actual sight of suffering increases pity, and comedy 
is not evocative of pity. But on reflection, we find that scenes of comic suffering―




fear where there is no cause for fear, anxiety where there is no cause for anxiety, 
embarrassment, desperation, absurd beatings, etc., are in fact among the funniest in 


































　VOICE OF TV DIRECTOR. Gentlemen, can we argue this point after the dress 
rehearsal and go on with the sketch? . . . Can we please go on? With all due respect, 
gentlemen, we have twelve other scenes to rehearse and we cannot spend all day on 






































The scene is the third-floor apartment in a brownstone in the West Seventies. It 
consists of a living room, a bedroom and, to the left, a kitchen. The rooms are fairly 
large, with high ceilings and what were once very nice wood panelings, now painted 
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over. In the mid-thirties and forties this was a great place to live. The furniture is very 
good and probably very attractive but one could hardly tell any more; it has fallen 
into disrepair. Against the wall there is a small, battered piano that is covered with 
photographs, all of a theatrical nature. A stack of mail is on the table. 
(Gingerbread , Underline is mine.)
　
　上記のト書きはエヴィの部屋の舞台設定を描写したものである。つ目の下線
部“The rooms are fairly large, with high ceilings and what were once very nice wood 
panelings, now painted over.”“The furniture is very good and probably very attractive 
but one could hardly tell any more; it has fallen into disrepair.”という表現は，主人
公エヴィのかつての栄華を仄めかしている。一方つ目の下線部“A stack of mail 






The scene is a two-room apartment in an old hotel on upper Broadway, in the mid-
Eighties. It’s rather a depressing place. There is a bed, a bureau, a small dining table 
with two chairs, an old leather chair that faces a TV set on a cheap, metal stand ... A 
window looks out over Broadway.
       At rise, the TV is on, and the banal dialogue of a soap opera drones on. In the 
leather chair sits WILLIE CLARK, in slippers, pajamas and on an old bathrobe. 
WILLIE is in his seventies. He watches the program but is constantly dozing off, then 
catching himself and watching for a few more minutes at a time ... The tea kettle on 
the stove in the kitchen comes to boil and whistles. WILLIE’s head perks up at the 
sound; he reaches over and picks up the telephone. 










　しかし Sunshineでは，つ目の下線部にあるような“In the leather chair sits 
WILLIE CLARK, in slippers, pajamas and on an old bathrobe.”というウィリーのお
かしな格好，つ目の下線部“The tea kettle on the stove in the kitchen comes to boil 










MEL. (Yells out) Shut up, goddamnit.
EDNA. Are you going to stay here and yell at the dog? Because I’m going to sleep.  . . .
VOICE. (From above) Will you be quiet. There are children up here.
MEL. (Yelling up) What the hell are you yelling at me for? You looking for trouble, go 
down and keep the dog company.
EDNA. Mel, will you stop it! Stop it, for God’s sakes!
MEL. (Comes back in; screams at EDNA)  Don’t tell me to stop it! DON’T TELL 










WILLIE.  Who’s that?
BEN’S VOICE.  Ben.
WILLIE.  Ben? Is that you?
BEN’S VOICE.  Yes, Uncle Willie, it’s Ben. Open the door.
WILLIE.  Wait a minutes. (He raises, crosses to the door, tripping over the TV 
cord again, disconnecting the set. He starts to unlatch the door, but has trouble 
manipulating it. His fingers are not too manipulative) Wait a minute . . . (He is 
having great difficulty with it ) . . . Wait a minute.
BEN’S VOICE. Is anything wrong?
WILLIE.(Still trying)Wait a minute. (He tries forcing it)
BEN’S VOICE. What’s the matter?
WILLIE. I’m locked in. The lock is broken, I’m locked in. Go down and tell the boy. 
Sandy. Tell Sandy that Mr. Clark is locked in.
BEN’S VOICE. What is it, the latch?
WILLIE. It’s the latch. It’s broken, I’m locked in. Go tell the boy Sandy, they’ll get 
somebody.
BEN’S VOICE. That happened last week. Don’t try to force it. Just slide it out.
(Sunshine 0, Underline is mine.)
　
　ドアを使ったやり取りはここで初めて登場するが，この場面でもウィリーのも









もなかったかのように玄関に向かい，つ目の下線部“He is having great difficulty 
with it”とあるように，ドアと格闘することになる。さらにドアが壊れたというウィ









AL. (From outside) You ready?
WILLIE. (Yells) I’m ready. Knock, knock, knock! (AL knocks three times on the 
door) Come in. (We see and hear the doorknob jiggle, but it doesn’t open. This is 
repeated ) All right, come in already.
AL. (From outside) It doesn’t open ― it’s stuck.
WILLIE. (Wearily) All right, wait a minute. (He shuff les over to the door and puts 
his hand on the knob and pulls. It doesn’t open) Wait a minute. (He tries again, to 
no avail )
AL. (From outside) What’s the matter?
WILLIE. Wait a minute. (He pulls harder, to no avail )
AL. Is it locked?
WILLIE. It’s not locked. Wait a minute. (He tries again; it doesn’t open) It’s locked. 
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You better get somebody. Call the boy downstairs. Sandy. Tell him it’s locked.
AL. (From outside) Let me try it again.
WILLIE. What are you wasting time? Call the boy. Tell him it’s locked.
(AL tries it again, turning it in the other direction, and the door opens. They stand 
there face-to-face)
AL. I fixed it.
WILLIE. (Glares at him) You didn’t fix it. You just don’t know how to open a door. 





が出来ない。ウィリーが手伝いに行くが，つ目の下線部“He shuffles over to the 
door and puts his hand on the knob and pulls. It doesn’t open.”とあるように，彼もド
アと格闘することになる。そして次の下線部“Call the boy downstairs. Sandy.”に
あるように，再びサンディを呼ぼうとするのである。再チャレンジしたアルが
ドアを開けるものの，最後の下線部にある人の会話はさらに面白くなっている。
壊れてもいないドアを“I fixed it.”と言うアルに対し，ウィリーは“You didn’t 



















EDNA. What is it, Mel? What’s the matter?
MEL. I got pains in my chest. It’s nothing, don’t worry. It’s not a heart attack.
EDNA. (Nervously) What do you mean? Why do you say it’s not a heart attack?
MEL. Because it’s not a heart attack. It’s pains in my chest.
EDNA. Why are you having pains in your chest?
MEL. BECAUSE I DON’T HAVE A JOB. BECAUSE I DON’T HAVE A SUIT TO 
WEAR!                                                              (Prisoner , Underline is mine.)
　
　ここでエドナは，具合の悪そうなメルに対し“What is it, Mel? What’s the 
matter?”としつこく問いかけている。それに対してメルは，言いたくなかった失













BEN. . . . well, you know, we’ve had a little trouble in that area.
WILLIE. The potato chips? The potato chips wasn’t my fault.
BEN. Forget the potato chips.
WILLIE. What about the Shick Injector? Didn’t I audition funny on the Shick 
Injector?
BEN. You were very funny but your hand was shaking. And you can’t show a man 
shaving with a shaky hand.
WILLIE. Why couldn’t you get me on the Alka-Seltzer? That’s my kind of comedy. I 
got a terrific face for an upset stomach.
BEN. I’ve submitted you twenty times.
WILLIE. What’s the matter with twenty-one?
BEN. Because the word is out in the business that you can’t remember the lines, and 
they’re simply not interested.
WILLIE. (That hurt  ) I couldn’t remember the lines? I COULDN’T REMEMBER 






といった理由で彼が落とされた事実を伝える。そして最後には“the word is out in 
the business that you can’t remember the lines” “they’re simply not interested”という
最終宣告をするのである。痛いところを突かれたウィリーは，先ほどのメルと同











WILLIE. I like a busy life. That’s why I loved the city. I gotta be near a phone. I never 
know when a picture’s gonna come up, a musical, a commercial . . .
AL. When did you do a picture?
WILLIE. They’re negotiating.
AL. When did you do a musical?
WILLIE. They’re talking.
AL. When did you do a commercial?
WILLIE. All the time. I did one last week.
AL. For what?
WILLIE. For, er, for the . . . what’s it, the potato chips.
AL. What potato chips?
WILLIE. The big one. The crispy potato chips . . . er . . . you know.






質問を投げかける。“When did you do a commercial?” “What potato chips?”という
問いに窮したウィリーは“The big one. The crispy potato chips . . . er . . . you know.”
と返し，結局は商品名も思い出せずに終わるのである。一方でアルも感情を乱す
















AL. All right, let’s rehearse. Why don’t we move the furniture, and we’ll make the 
set.
(They both get up and start to move the furniture around. First each one takes a single 
chair and moves it into a certain position. Then they both take a table and jointly 
move it away. Then they each take the chair the other one had moved before, and 
move it into a different place. Every time one moves something somewhere, the 
other moves it into a different spot. Finally WILLIE becomes aware that they are 












not alone. I’m bringing a lawyer with me.
WILLIE. Where? From New Jersey? You’re lucky if a cow comes with you.
AL. Against you in court, I could win with a cow. (He enunciates each point by 
poking WILLIE in the chest)
WILLIE. (Slaps his hand away) The finger? You’re starting with the finger again? (He 
runs into the kitchen and comes out brandishing a knife.)
AL. I’ll tell you the truth now. I didn’t retire. I escaped.
WILLIE. (Wielding the knife) The next time you give me the finger, say goodbye to the 
finger.                                                                      (Sunshine -, Underline is mine.)
　
　この場面でウィリーとアルは，コントの練習を再開している。最初の下線部に
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